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built in 2016-2021 / 2022,
launched in September 2021

database with over 2200 Russian 
grammatical constructions

https://constructicon.github.io/russian/

built in January - June 2022,
launched in June 2022

practical exercises for students 
learning Russian 

https://constructicon.github.io/construxercise-rus/

https://constructicon.github.io/russian/
https://constructicon.github.io/construxercise-rus/


• A recent survey of the current 
students and alumni of the 
Russian program at UiT The 
Arctic University of Norway
• administered in December 2021 
• revealed that our students 

would like more training in 
practical speaking and writing
skills as well as more focus on
conversational Russian. 

Why we created these 
resources
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ID 1944 NP-Acc зовут NP-Nom Мою дочку зовут Маша. 
‘My daughter’s name is Maša.’

ID 339 у NP-Gen быть NP-Nom У Паши есть кот.
‘Paša has a cat.’

ID 484 NP-Dat Cop пора VP-Inf Мне пора идти в школу. 
‘It is time for me to go to school’

ID 365 что касается NP-Gen, то Cl Что касается спорта, то я никогда не любил 
бегать. 
‘As far as sports are concerned, I never liked jogging.’

ID 33 без пяти минут NP без пяти минут врач
‘a doctor to be’

ID 460 NP-Nom Cop что надо Праздник что надо!
‘The party is super-duper!’

Примеры русских конструкций
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What is a construction?

• A construction is:
• any conventionalized form-meaning pairing in a language, at any 

level of complexity, from morpheme through lexeme through 
phrase to discourse structure (Goldberg 2006, 5) 
• the basic (though not elementary) unit that structures language

• A construction may be compositional or non-compositional
• All meaningful units of a language are constructions
• An entire language can be described in terms of constructions



• Construction-based approach to language learning and 
teaching (Ellis 2013, De Knop & Gilquin 2016, Boas 2022) 
argues that 

• If learning a language involves more than knowing vocabulary 
and grammar, the teaching materials should also be adjusted.  

“language learning consists of the learning of constructions” 
and therefore “language teaching should consist of the 
teaching of constructions.” 

(Herbst 2016: 41)
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We need a relatively large inventory of 
constructions of a single language, and a detailed 

description of this inventory
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What is a construct-i-con?

• A constructicon is:
• a structured inventory of constructions in a given language

• Constructicons exist for:
• English
• German
• Swedish
• Japanese
• Brazilian Portuguese

The Russian Constructicon is by 
far the largest, 

with over 2200 constuctions

cf. lex-i-con



"About" page gives general 
information about the resource
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Select any construction, click on it and 
the description will appear at the 

bottom of the same page

Browse a list of over 2200 constructions

Set a level of language proficiency



For each construction we have an ID number, a name 
(a general morphosyntactic formula) and a short 

recognizable illustration.

ID-number

Name

Illustration



Click "Show additional information", and more information appears.

CEFR – The Common European Framework of 
Reference for languages: A1-C2

Lit. ‘five minutes to doctor’ = doctor-to-be

Levels were assigned by a panel of experienced language 
instructors

Definitions and examples are adjusted to the CEFR level 

Short and easy to read
Based on corpus data analysis and 
existing scholarly literature





Click the button and get 5 
randomly selected constructions 
that match your level.
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YouTube page
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A “tour” around 
the website

Answers to 
frequently asked 
questions

Videos in 
two languages

Plans to create more videos



Russian 
Constructicon

How to get students 
to engage with the constructicon?

students
 

Summing up
• Learning a language means more than just knowing words and grammar.

• Constructions are very often used in spoken language but can be difficult 
to understand.

• We focus on the most strategic and frequent constructions that are 
important for second language 
students.





built in 2016-2021 / 2022,
launched in September 2021

database with over 2200 Russian 
grammatical constructions

https://constructicon.github.io/russian/

built in January - June 2022,
launched in June 2022

practical exercises for students 
learning Russian 

https://constructicon.github.io/construxercise-rus/

• The exercises are aimed at the strategic groups of 57 Russian constructions
• All constructions included in the exercises are carefully described and 

illustrated in the Russian construction

https://constructicon.github.io/russian/
https://constructicon.github.io/construxercise-rus/


What is a

• a free and openly available online resource.

• a practical tool aimed at students and teachers of Russian as a foreign 
language.

• the suggested assignments are suitable for group work in the 
classroom, or for self-study at home.

• offers over 150 exercises that significantly improve speaking and 
writing skills.

• helps to achieve fluent speech at native level
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Our team: both teachers and students

Valentina Zhukova
PhD student at UiT

Anna Endresen
postdoc at UiT

Daria Demidova
exchange student 

at UiT

Natalia Kalanova
exchange student 

at UiT

George Lonshakov
exchange student 

at UiT

David Henrik Lavén
student of Russian 

at UiT

Laura A. Janda
professor of Russian at UiT

Tatiana Perevoshchikova
exchange student at UiT

Zoia Butenko
exchange student 

at UiT

Elena Bjørgve
university lecturer of Russian 

at UiT
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Creating the exercises
• Stage 3 was devoted to intensive weekly teamwork on creating exercises for the chosen 

constructions. 
• The work proceeded over 3 months and involved 5 members of the team (Zhukova, Demidova, 

Kalanova, Endresen, and Bjørgve). 
• Each week we created a new lesson that was introduced in the classroom the following week. Each 

lesson took approximately 45 to 60 minutes to complete and contained 12–15 exercises on five to six 
constructions. 

• Overall, we created 12 lessons that contained over 150 exercises. 
• The lessons were incorporated into the BA- level course Practical Written and Oral Russian in the 

Russian program at UiT. This course was taught by Elena Bjørgve in the Spring semester of 2022
• Most students of this course are native speakers of Norwegian or Swedish. 
• Immediately implementing the educational materials in class made it possible to promptly adjust 

our approach according to the needs of the students, and ultimately to develop an optimal 
structure for each lesson with the most favorable repertory and sequence of different types of 
exercises 
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The students

• The students had very different levels of language proficiency in L2 Russian. 
• The group included 11 students from the second and third years of the Russian 

program: most students were at the A2 or B1 level, and a few students were at a 
more advanced level (B2 or C1).

• The group also included two advanced heritage speakers of Russian. 
• Our objective was to provide exercises that would benefit students of different 

levels sitting together in a single classroom. 
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Incorporating this module into an existing 
course
• Because we had to incorporate our materials into the content of the 

existing course, we used topics and vocabulary that were already part of 
the curriculum, in alignment with the chapters of the textbook Kak sprosit’? 
Kak skazat’? (Bondar’ & Lutin, 2006). 
• We designed our lessons according to these topics, broadly employed for 

conversational practice in Russian elsewhere (such as “Traveling abroad,” 
“Holiday celebrations,” “Personal appearance,” etc.; see Table 1 in Section 
4 for the full list of topics). 
• However, the sets of constructions introduced in our exercises are not 

restricted to these topics. 
• All of the constructions exhibit a wide scope of use and are frequenly 

employed in authentic Russian texts of various genres and types. 
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Minimizing other difficulties

• To focus on the selected discourse constructions, we tried to minimize
other linguistic difficulties caused by the lexical and grammatical
properties of our texts. 
• We adjusted the main body of the exercises to the A2–B1 level with the 

help of the “Tekstometr” software and in close consultation with Bjørgve. 
• In addition, we provided bonus exercises that featured more advanced 

vocabulary and grammar suitable for more advanced students. 
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Our choice: discourse constructions 
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ID Construction Illustration
1087 иными/другими 

словами, XP/Cl
Наш корреспондент выехал в аэропорт, чтобы взять 
интервью. Другими словами, задать несколько 
вопросов.

1840 к примеру, Cl/XP Вот, к примеру, мне нравится Мерилин Монро.

1872 (и) кстати (говоря), Cl И кстати, он пришёл без подарка.

6 (а/так) что насчёт XP? Что насчёт пятницы? Какие у тебя планы?

2273 в-NumOrd-ых, XP/Cl Во-первых, я бы хотел поблагодарить своего тренера.

1839 таким образом, Cl Таким образом, наша команда за год добилась 
важных результатов.

11 (как) по мне, (так) Cl Как по мне, это ещё не беда.

2281 Cl, не правда ли? Интересный художник, не правда ли?

1133 мягко говоря, Cl Он, мягко говоря, не подарок.

Clarify your point

Give an example

Add information

Introduce a topic

Structure your argument

Draw a conclusion

Express your opinion

Ask someone for their opinion

Hedge



Our choice: discourse constructions 

simple to use 
because most of 

them are 
Clause + Modifier 

constructions

easy to learn even at 
early stages of L2 

acquisition 

widely used and can 
express a variety of 

pragmatic and 
semantic nuances

can function to 
scaffold text, by 

providing milestones 
or control points in 

text production
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Each lesson 
• takes approximately 45 to 60 minutes to complete 
• contains 12-15 exercises
• on five to six constructions

12 lessons contain over 150 exercises







Exercises were included in 
the curriculum for the study 
program in Russian as a 
second language at UiT
(Spring semester 2022)
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TBLT approach to creating exercises
(Task-Based Language Teaching) 
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templates for text organization

producing texts of potentially 
any topic and genre 







Launch of a new educational resource for learning Russian

https://constructicon.github.io/construxercise-rus/

https://constructicon.github.io/construxercise-rus/


Conclusions
• We propose a construction-based approach to learning and teaching L2-

Russian via the Russian Constructicon and Construxercise!
• The outcome product is multifunctional because it serves the needs of 

different types of users and offers educational materials that can be used 
as either a central or complementary teaching resource, and either in 
class or for self-guided study. 
• The focus on highly frequent and widely encountered constructions equips 

students with ready-to-use communicative units presented in the shape of 
clear sentence structures and phrase patterns.
• Сonstructions can be easily combined into strategic sets, or templates, that 

make the task of generating any text, oral or written, much easier.
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